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Stuck, Hansen, Nelson, Hintz Call for State Action to Help Keep Mills Open in the Paper
Valley.

      

  

APPLETON, WI – Following the recent announcement of paper mill closures from Kimberly
Clark, State Representative Amanda Stuck, State Senator Dave Hansen, and Outagamie
County Executive Thomas Nelson spoke at the Paper Discovery Center, home of the Paper
International Hall of Fame about steps the State of Wisconsin should take to help preserve the
paper industry in Wisconsin and in Paper Valley.

  

“I grew up five miles from here, in Little Chute, where every other household had a family
member who worked at a paper mill. I’m here today for those folks,” stated Outagamie County
Executive Tom Nelson
. “I understand marketplace dynamics; I know that industries change. But I also understand that
if the State of Wisconsin can muster $3 billion for a Chinese company, it can spare one percent
for one of its own,” said Nelson, “We need to help the home team and that’s why I’m here.”

  

“The closing of these mills and resulting loss of jobs loss is especially troubling. Paper industry
jobs are some of the best in Wisconsin. For generations, they have played a key role in creating
a sustaining a strong middle class in our state. These jobs are some of the best blue collar jobs
in Wisconsin,” said Sen. Dave Hansen. “The funds we are proposing today account for just 2%
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of the total commitment that Governor Walker has made to Chinese-owned Foxconn,” stated
Hansen. “But we believe it’s more than enough to help our mills convert to more prosperous
lines of paper and become more efficient in the process.”

  

“In the last 20 months we have seen 6 companies in the Fox Valley announce closures and
layoffs impacting more than 1,800 family supporting jobs in our community,” stated Rep.
Amanda Stuck
. “It is past time that the State of Wisconsin takes action to help stabilize the paper industry, if
we can afford billions in taxpayer support to Foxconn we can afford to help protect this
home-grown industry” said Stuck. “We are proposing legislation that will help mills transition to
brown paper product production and a fund that will help this industries become more efficient
and reduce one of the only costs that are within their control to reduce. These proposals will
help paper stay in the Paper Valley for many years to come.”
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